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In the study of summation processes we generally restrict our attention 
to sequences or series of real or complex numbers and consider trans-
formations by means of matrices again with real or complex entries. 
In this paper we replace the field of real or complex numbers by a field 
with non-archimedian valuation, the field being assumed complete under 
the metric induced by the valuation. We employ the concept of a non-
archimedian Banach space introduced recently by MoNNA [5] and indicate 
how far this concept is useful in the study of matrix transformations over 
a non-archimedian valuated field. Incidentally, we shall be giving examples 
of non-archimedian Banach spaces also. In the first instance, we obtain 
results relating to what are called matrices of type M analogous to those 
of BANACH ([1), pp. 90-95), PARAMESWARAN [6) and RAMANUJAN [8). 
We then introduce the concept of a non-archimedian Banach Algebra 
and utilize this to show how Mercer's theorem is available in the p-adic 
field also where the Cesaro matrix of the classical case is replaced by some 
special matrices. We also point out how the structure of a non-archimedian 
Banach space can be superposed on the summability field of a normal 
convergence preserving matrix. We propose to consider the applications 
of the theory of K locally con vex Frechet Spaces developed by MoNN A [ 5a] 
to the summability theory in a non-archimedian valuated field on lines 
similar to those of WrLANSKY and ZELLER [9] in a subsequent paper. 
1.1. Throughout K denotes a non-archimedian field which is complete 
under the metric of the valuation. A vector space X over K is called a 
non-archimedian normed vector space if there exists a real-valued functional 
denoted by jjxjJ, x EX, such that 
(1) jjxjj;;,O and jjxjj=O if and only if x=O, 
(2) iix+yll ,;;;Max (jjxjj, IIY!!), x, Y EX, 
(3) jjA.xjj = IA.I·IIx!l where lA. I denotes the valuation of A. E K. 
This space X is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence in the space 
converges to an element of the space under the metric defined by 
d(x, y) = jjx -yjj. The space is then known as a non-archimedian Banach 
space. 
Now, let X be an algebra over K, having an identity. It is called a 
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non-archimedian Banach algebra if there exists a norm llxll, under which 
it is a non-archimedian Banach space, the norm in addition satisfying 
the following postulates. 
( 4) llxyll < llxii·IIYII 
(5) llell = l. 
1.2. We now prove the fundamental theorem. 
Theorem l. The set (c) of all convergent sequences belonging to a 
non-archimedian Banach space X is a non-archimedian Banach space 
over K under the norm 
llxll = Sup llxnll, X = { Xn} EX. 
" 
Proof. That the norm satisfies (l)-(3) above is obvious. We shall 
prove the completeness of (c) under the norm. Let llxr-x8 ll<e, e>O, 
for r, s>ro=ro(e). 
This implies that 
Sup llxnr -Xn8 ll < e, r, s > ro. 
" 
Therefore 
But X being a non-archimedian Banach space, the above inequality 
implies 
Let x={xn}· Then xE(c) because 
since 
because every one of the sequences {xnr} r=O, l, 2, ... is convergent. 
Remark. It is easy to see that the set (m) of all bounded sequences 
in a non-archimedian Banach space is itself a non-archimedian Banach 
space under the same norm which may be referred to as the "Supremum 
norm". 
In the sequel, (0) denotes the non-archimedian Banach space obtained 
by taking all convergent sequences in the complete non-archimedian 
field K, a similar notation being employed for bounded sequences in K. 
The following theorem regarding the representation of linear continuous 
functionals over (0) can be proved on lines exactly similar to those of 
BANACH ( [l ], p. 65) in the classical case. 
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Theorem 2. Every linear continuous functional over (C) is of the form 
00 
f(x) = rxf(x') + ! (~r-IX} f(xr) 
r~l 
00 
= rxC' +! (~r-IX) Or 
r~l 
where 
2. We define a matrix transformation of a sequence in K in the 
following way. Let A= (amn) be an infinite matrix, amn E K, m,n=O, 1,2 .... 
For each m= 0, l, 2, ... , let 
00 
tm = ! amnXn, X= {xn} 
n~o 
be convergent. If tm --+ t as m --+ oo we say that x is summable A to t. 
We say that A is convergence preserving if lim tm exists for every x E (0). 
m~oo 
We call A a regular matrix if in addition lim tm = lim x,.. 
m~oo n---+-00 
The summability field A* of any arbitrary matrix A consists of all the 
sequences x, summable A. 
A matrix A= (amn) is said to be of type M when 
00 00 ! lrxnl < oo and ! !Xnamn = 0, m = 0, l, 2, ... 
n~o n~o 
together imply 
!Xn = 0, n = 0, l, 2, .... 
The following theorem of MoNNA [5] gives the necessary and sufficient 
conditions under which a matrix A= (amn) is convergence preserving. 
Theorem 3. In order that A = ( amn) be convergence preserving it is 
necessary and sufficient that the following conditions are satisfied. 
( l) There exists M > 0 such that 
(2) 
(3) 
In this case if 
Sup lamnl < M 
O~m<oo 
O~n<oo 
lim amn = Cl,., n = 0, 1, 2, ... , 
m-+oo 
00 
lim ! amn = Cl. 
m~oo n=O 
00 00 
lim Xn =X then lim tm = lim (! amn Xn) = Clx +! Cl,.(x,.-x). 
n~oo m~oo m~oo n=O n=O 
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Remark. It is easy to see that A is regular if and only if 
r5m = 0, m = 0, I, 2, ... 
(j = I. 
Example I. In the p-adic field (i.e. the rational number field 
completed under the p-adic valuation) we have as an example of a con-
vergence preserving matrix the matrix A= (amn) where 
amn=pm for m-;pn, amn=O for m<n, m, n=O, I, 2, ... 
p being the prime number defining the valuation. Here 
Sup lamnl = max (I, IPim) =I since 0 < IPI <I and lplm ~ 0 as m ~ oo. 
m,n m~1.2, ... 
Obviously amn ~ 0 as m ~ oo since amn = pm for m > n and amn = 0 for 
m<n. Also, 
co 
lim ! amn= lim mpm=O since !mpml=lmiiPim<I·Iplm~o as m~oo. 
m~oo n=O m_,.oo 
Example 2. As an example of a regular transform in the above 
field we have 
Xm-1 + Xm 
tm=---2--. 
If A is any convergence preserving matrix, we denote by Rc(A) the 
range of (0) by A. Evidently Rc(A) C (0). 
For any convergence preserving matrix A, we write, 
co 
where r5m, m=O, I, 2, ... and (j have been defined in Theorem 3. 
The following analogue of a result of BANACH ([I], p. 93, Lemma 2) 
holds, in view of the fact that the Hahn-Banach theorem is available 
here also. (See lNGLETON [3].) 
Theorem 4. If A is regular and of type M then Rc(A) is dense in (C). 
Remark. The converse of Theorem 4 is also true, the method of 
proof being exactly similar to that contained in HILL [2]. We can 
similarly prove the analogues of the other theorems given by BANACH 
([I], pp. 92-95). 
3. We state below, the analogues of the theorems g1vmg other 
characterisations of matrices of type M established by RAMANUJAN [8] 
and PARAMESWARAN [6] the proofs being trivial modifications of those 
contained therein. 
Theorem 5. A regular matrix A= (amn) is of type M if and only if 
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the columns of A are fundamental!) in Co, the space of null sequences inK. 
Theorem 6. A regular matrix is of type M if and only if its range 
Rc0(A) is fundamental in Co. 
This is a consequence of Theorem 5. 
Theorem 7. If the product C=AB of two regular matrices A and B 
is of type M then A is of type M. ' 
We can, following PARAMESWARAN ([6], Corollary to Theorem 4), 
obtain Theorem 4 with the regular matrix A replaced by a convergence 
preserving matrix A with X(A) =1= 0. 
4. We shall examine now the summability field A* associated with 
a triangular matrix A with non zero diagonal entries viz. a normal matrix. 
Obviously A* is a vector space over K. We define 11x11, x E A* in the 
following way 
m 
llxll = Sup I ~ amnXnl· 
m n-o 
It is easy to show that A* is a non-archimedian Banach space over K. 
We proceed to obtain the general form of linear continuous functionals 
in this space. As in Section l, we define the sequences Xn and x' and 
consider, for any y= {Yn} the equations 
m 
Am(x) = ~ amnXn = Ym (m = 0, l, 2, ... ). 
n-o 
This system Ax= y has a solution since A is normal. Let the sequences 
Xn(n=O, l, 2, ... )and x' be as in Theorem 2; let the solutions of Ax=y 
for y=xn, x' be denoted by a•= {anr} and a'= {an'}. Then the sequences 
ar, r=O, l, 2, ... and a' generate A*; i.e. if x EA*, we have, 
00 . . 
x = ()a+ ~ Orar where (), Or E K, 
r-o 
since choosing()= A(x) = lim Am(x) and Or=Ar(x)-A(x) in this, we get 
m-+oo 
" lim sup IAm(x) - ()- ~ Orxrml = 0. 
n~oo m ,.~0 
00 
Lett, to, t1, ... be arbitrary elements of the field K such that ~ ltrl <oo. 
r=O 
Then every linear continuous functional is given by the expression 
00 
f(x) = t A(x) + ~ tr Ar(x) 
r-0 
1) A subset of a non-archimedian Banach space is said to be fundamental if 
the closed linear manifold generated by the set is the whole of the space. It is said 
to be total when every linear continuous functional vanishing over the set vanishes 
necessarily over, the whole of the space. The two concepts are equivalent. (vide 
BANACH [1), p. 58). 
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as can easily be verified. This representation will be useful in obtaining 
results parallel to those obtained by MAZuR [ 4 ]. 
5. In this section we shall be concerned with the structure of the 
space r of all convergence preserving matrices. 
5.1. If A= (amn) E r define 
We prove 
IIAII = ll(amn)ll = Sup lamnl· 
t<m<oa 
t<n<oo 
Theorem 8. r is a non-archimedian Banach algebra under the norm 
IIAII = Sup lamnl· 
m.n 
Proof. The operations in r are matrix addition and matrix multi-
plication. We first show that if A, BE F then ABE F. For this, if 
A= (amn) and B = (bmn), let {Zk} E (0), and 
Now 
00 
Z/ = 2 atkZk -+Z' as i-+ oo 
k~l 
00 
Zn" = 2 bntZt'-+ Z" as n-+ oo. 
i~l 
00 00 
JZn"l < 2 Jbntl 2 latkliZkl < IIA!IIIBII Sup JZkl· 
i=l k~l k 
00 00 
Hence we can rearrange the double sum 2 bni 2 atkZk so that 
i~l k~l 
00 00 00 00 
lim 2 ( 2 bntaik) Zk = lim 2 bnt 2 atkZk 
n-+oo k=l i=l n-+oo i=l k=l 
00 
= lim 2 bntZ/ = lim Zn" = Z'', 
n~oo i=l n~oo 
showing that AB is a conve~gence preserving matrix. We can also show that 
iiABII < IIAII· IIBI!· 
The associativity of the product can also be established by a similar 
argument. We now establish the completeness of the space under the 
norm defined on it. 
Let A <m> = {(atr)} be a Cauchy sequence. Then 
This implies 
IIA<m>-A<n>ii<e if m, n;;>no. 
Sup !at/m>-ati<n>i < e if m, n >no. 
i,j 
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Hence at;<m>-+ at1 as m-+ =· We show that A= (at1) is a convergence 
preserving matrix and that A <m> -+A as m -+ =· Allowing n -+ = m 
the last inequality, we have 
Also 
Hence 
Sup !ati-ai;<n>i < e if n >no. 
i, j 
Sup !atJ-atJ<no>i >Sup !atJI -Sup !at;<no>!. 
i.i i,i i.i 
Sup !atJ! <Sup !atJ<no>! +e. 
i. j i. j 
Hence (at1) satisfies condition (l) of Theorem 3. Now write 
Then 
00 00 
a;= 2 aif, at<n> = 2 a;J<n>. 
i~l i~l 
!at- az! < max (I at- at<no> I, !at<no>- az<no> I, !az<no>- az!) 
,-;;;; e if l > lo. 
Therefore at converges as i -+ =· Also for fixed j 
!at;-alil <max (!atJ-aiJ<no>!, !at;<no> -ali<no>!, !azJ<no> -azJ!) 
,-;;;; s if l;:;;, lo. 
This shows that aiJ converges to a limit as i -+ = for each j. 
Further 
!at1<m>- at1! < s for m > mo = m0(s) for each 
i, j = l, 2, ... because of which 
Sup lati<m>- atil < E for m > mo. 
i. j 
The last inequality shows that A <m> converges to A as m -+ = m the 
norm of the space r. 
Thus the proof of the Theorem is complete. 
5.2. An interesting application of Theorem 8 is in proving the analogue 
of Me"t"cer's theorem for certain special matrices in the p-adic field (though 
not in its fullest form). We require the following 
l 
Lemma. Let J. be such that iJ.I < JPlli' A E T, then I -J.A where I is 
the identity matrix has an inverse in r. 
Proof. The series D=l+J.A+J.2A2+ ... evidently converges and we 
have 
(I -J.A)D = D(I -J.A) =I. 
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Next, we consider the transformation 
tm = Xm+J...pm (x1 + ... +xm). 
The matrix of the transformation is I+ J...A where A Is the matrix of 
Example l in Section 2. Now [[All= l so that by the Lemma I +A.A has 
an inverse in r if [A.[< l. Thus we have 
Theorem 9. If tm=Xm+J...pm (x1 + ... +xm), where the x's, )., p are 
rational numbers, converges to a limit as m--+ = in the p-adic valuation of 
the rational number field and if [A.[< l, then Xn itself converges as n--+ =· 
Remark. The matrix of Example 2 of Section 2 has unit norm m 
the case pi=-2 since sup [amn[=ltl=l if pi=-2. Therefore we have 
m,n 
Corollary. In the p-adic field (pi=-2), if tm=Xm+(A./2) (Xm-l+xm) 
conerges to a limit as m--+ =and if [A.I < l, then Xn itself converges as n--+ =· 
In conclusion we express our thanks to Professor C. T. Rajagopal 
for his kind help in the preparation of this paper and to the referee for 
pointing out a mistake in a first draft of the paper. 
Ramanujan Institute of Mathematics 
Madras-] ndia 
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